Spanking for professionals: BÜCK DICH
For all those spanking fans, SM fans, adventurous types or those who’d simply like to be,
BÜCK DICH is exactly the right toy. With its 2 in 1 stimulation, the latest FUN FACTORY
innovation surprises in a very special way: As a spanking toy and dildo in one, this sex toy
gives every hot encounter that extra bit of spice.
Bremen, November 2016. FUN times two! With the new
sex toy BÜCK DICH your fantasies will know no
boundaries. For couples who are intrigued by a little role
play during sex or simply prefer it more intense and a tad
rougher, the BÜCK DICH is a MUST.
BÜCK DICH is just as sensational as its shape would have
you think, and turns sex into an unrestrained and intense
adventure full of FUN and desire. With the paddle made from reinforced silicone (thanks to its
plastimorph core), your partner can indulge you with a light, or perhaps more intense spanking, leaving
some hot tingling sensations on the skin. Once you’re ready for more, BÜCK DICH shows you just
how much hotter it can get. Turned over, the structured handle becomes a dildo that stimulates HIM
or HER at the G-spot or prostate to completely blow your mind.
With BÜCK DICH, FUN FACTORY expands its wide product
diversity and once again proves to be a pioneer in toy
innovation. The north German sex toy expert has its
headquarters and production in Bremen. BÜCK DICH as all
FUN FACTORY products are made in Germany.
BÜCK DICH is available in red and black in all FUN FACTORY stores in Bremen, Berlin and Munich,
as well as online at www.funfactory.de for 79,90€ RRP.
A 360° BÜCK DICH image can be found at www.funfactory.com
Reprint free of charge. Please send a receipt.
High-resolution images are available on request.

About the FUN FACTORY GmbH:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturers of aesthetic and stylish silicone love toys, has its
headquarters along the riverbanks of the Weser in Bremen, Germany. From the first sketch to the design,
technical implementation and completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits of the industry are and remain
“Made in Germany“ and come directly from the Hanseatic city. It was here in 1996 that FUN FACTORY GmbH
was founded by Dirk Bauer and Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the
USA. Today the company has over 150 employees and makes customers from all over the world happy with
its products.
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